
Unit 13 Lesson 4: The Convict and the Bishop 

Part 1  

DID YOU READ PGS. 

207-218??? 



Student Expectations…  
Being part of this “school” is awesome!  How can YOU make  

this ocean even more awesome??.  

= 

EVERYONE needs a working mic. Call 1-866-K12-care if it’s not working.  Let’s get it fixed!  

I will BE HERE! respond when my name is called, use polling 

tools , complete classwork,  notes, and chat to participate! 

I will choose my attitude!  

I will demonstrate respect and follow directions for my 

classmates and teachers to help make their day!  

I will have fun learning!  

 



Teacher Key:  

Know It Notes 

Chat Box 

Polling Tools 

Free for all MIC 

Whiteboard Tools 



Move yourself back when you are ready to 

participate.   



ESSENTIAL QUESTION 
Is there such thing as a “white lie” and is it ok?  

 

Objectives 
oDescribe characters by speech, actions, or 

interactions with others.  

o Identify character traits and motivations.  

oMake inferences and draw conclusions.  
1.3.8.C:Analyze the use of literary elements by 
an author including characterization, setting, 
plot, theme, point of view, tone, and style. 

 

 
 



Language Skills: GUM  
Other Agreement Problems: pgs. L334-341 

 A sentence in natural order has the subject before the verb. When a 

sentence has a verb or part of a verb phrase before the subject, the 
sentence is in inverted order.  

**RULE:  

1. The subject and verb of a sentence in inverted order 

must agree in number.  

Ex:  

Natural Order: My favorite snacks are in that cupboard.  

Inverted Order: In that cupboard are my favorite snacks.  

 

Try One!! 

On that table (lies, lie) my favorite book.  

 

 



CHAT 

Warmup 

Have you ever 

heard of the 

story “Les 

Miserables? If so, 

what do you 

know about it?  



PART 1: VOCABULARY  

1. cravat   a. an attic  
 

2. promenade   b. quickly  
 
3. marmot   c. deserted and empty  
 
4. leagues   d. a printed cotton fabric  
 
5. garret    e. the expression on one’s face  
 
6. calico    f. a scarf worn around the neck  
      
7. countenance    g. a groundhog (woodchuck)  

 
8. apace    h. a public path for walking  

 
9. desolate    i. units once used to measure distance (one league 

    equals 3 miles)  
    

 
 
 



Match the word to it’s definition 

A. Irony 

C. 
Antagonist 

3. Opposite of 
what one might 

expect. 

2. Usually main 
character and 

one who makes 
a great effort 

for something. 

1. One who makes a great 
effort against something.   

B. 
Protagonist 



Our story takes place in _________ 

during the ____________ 

_____________________. 



Setting 















Compare the behavior of  
ValJean to the behavior of the townspeople  



Jean Valjean’s progression of rejections 

Valjean finally lies to the old woman about being a soldier and accepts her money.  
Is this stealing? 

 
Does it make you feel sorry for him? 



Theme 

Setting 

Characters 

Main Events 

Problem 

Resolution 

 

 



 
Jean ValJean lies to the old woman when he tells her he is a soldier in the 
hopes that she will give him money and she does. We know that this is a 
lie.  
 

Why would he lie? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
______________________ 
 

What would you have done?   
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
______________________ 
 



Homework 
 WHAT DO I DO NOW?  

 

 HOMEWORK TICKET:  

 

 Make sure you read “The Convict and the Bishop” Part 
2 on pages 219-226 in your Classics for Young Readers 

 Unit 13 Lessons 1-3 Quiz closes in Sapphire @11:59 
TONIGHT.  There is a Google form for it on my website 

 Extension  

Go to the following website to further develop your opinion on whether or not 
stealing is EVER justified. 

http://www.studymode.com/essays/Jean-Valjean-And-Ethical-Theories-
797977.html 
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